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About This Game

This game is a kind of golf and billiards fusion, just cooler. You pull the string and shoot the ball. It must get to the hole
rebounding from the walls. Various setbacks and fixtures are going not to let it happen. However, with some thinking you can

manage - and collect all the diamonds on the way.
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Title: Slingshot Puzzle
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
DreamDale
Publisher:
DreamDale
Release Date: 30 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Core Duo

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Storage: 200 MB available space
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Great game so far.
Customize your ship with looted weapons like
- Blasters : shoots single bullets
- Lasers : constant beam
- Rockets : does make boom in an area
- Drone launcher : launches drones that will attack enemies in their path
and many more. You can even adjust the direction of the weapons and upgrade them with modifiers and all of a sudden your
laser beam splits into two beams or gets a bigger range.

Ten difficulties can be chosen between every checkpoint. [corrected]

Every 5 stages there is a mini Boss and every tenth stage there is a huge one. As far as I have played they are pretty easy if you
learn their pattern. The game as a whole is not that hard and it becomes easier the more you upgrade your trashcan ... sorry ...
your fighter. But with an almost infinite amount of stages in the game you will sooner or later reach your limit.

The controls are simple: Move around, fire (all weapons at once), shield. That's it. Use a controller or your mouse if you like -
both works well but adjusting the firing angle of a weapon with an analogue stick is just a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. gives me some skyrim feels
not much gameplay, it's very story-driven
still a pretty good vr game. I'll be on the Yes & No evaluation on this one, but more on the No side...
The atmosphere is awesome, both graphics and sounds match perfectly with the gloomy mood of the game, and it's really fun to
roam from ship to ship, exploring strange and dreadful places where you never really know what will fall upon you. At first.
Because there is some replayability, but the patterns and contents are quickly known, even if there is randomness in the
different aspects.
Too bad the devs abandonned their game! It can be really great, but in its actual state, it doesn't worth playing more than a few
hours. The difficulty is quite hard (even if we can deal with that), it's true that sometimes you start a mission that is impossible
to finish due to level randomness, and some bugs remains. It leaves a bad taste of unfinished, and that's a shame because it can
go so much further!
I tried several times to asks the devs if there was any plans for the future - as they said there would - but never had answers.
Even for a such basic feature as the custom keybindings, they apparently don't mind to do something! Users of azerty
keyboards, be warned! You can't change the controls, and it's really a pain. That's maybe the main reason why i don't
play this game anymore. I know they are a small team, but still...
So i'm sorry, but i can't recommand this game until devs consider finishing it.. Been playing with my roomie for a
while now, and it's super nice we can play cooperatively in the main mission! Soooo much easier XD

LOVE the game, very fun to play X3. This game is really bad.You get shot through walls,really bad accuracy and hit
detection.Watch for some gameplay:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/IpFrE5R4kg0. i think anyone who plays raceing games should get rc mini racers it is the best i love it and
hope you do to btw it is free. what a let down. its a trash game to be honest it took 10 minutes to play a 2 minute game due to
walking speed and theres no content whatsoever besides horrible grammar and a sleeping cat its a waste of money
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The game is fun but the optimization is really horrid. I can't get past a single level without getting major lag spike to the point
where the game freezes. Even if I choose Fast in the start-up menu it still doesn't change a single thing.. not even fun! the dogs
hit boxes are unreasonable. level 2 is a joke. garbage.. Part walking simulator, part text adventure. Most of the game is spent
wandering around, exploring - the other half of it is inputting simple verbs through a text interface to interact with objects, solve
puzzles, and progress in the game.

 It's a pretty fantastic little game, short, sweet, and meditative. I don't know that it necessarily comes all together at the end, but
it left me thinking for awhile, and that's always a sign of a game doing something right.. finally, a game where i can be my
fursona. try it while drunk or high.
worth it.
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